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perhaps too well-mannered for our tastes, this is a more restrained affair than many of the more notorious ww2 war romance
movies of yesteryear like mrs miniver (directed by war hero billy wilder, and starring the formidable greer garson). even so, it is

a snapshot of a britain that has just emerged from the war, where the monarchy seems to be holding on to primacy, public
spending has been cut and rationing and the wariness of government officials towards their brothers and sisters in arms is

evident. the stinging satire the prime of miss jean brodie (1969) stars the ever-demanding maggie smith, as headmistress at a
posh girls school in 1938. when miss brodie (the delightfully manic, alluring maggie smith) falls in love with a new teacher, the
girls revolt and give her until the end of the year to go away. of course, miss brodie sets the school ablaze in her bid to set her
wild ways free. now aged 85, smiths still deviously funny performance continues to haunt the imaginations of movie buffs and

drama critics alike, and the film has even inspired a lucrative musical. a stunning performance by kiernan fitzmaurice, who also
gives an effective screen debut as one of miss brodies cronies, as well as a few great moments, prime still remains one of the
great female roles of the 1960s and 1970s. the story of the titular american war hero who served alongside some of the most

unlikely allies imaginable, with the help of a scottish milkman (bill paxton) and a shady sergeant (clint eastwood), is both a
tongue-in-cheek homage and paean to the great resilience of the american spirit, and also a bromance that has never been

bettered. genial, down-to-earth and full of humour, a tale that needs no preposterous premise or obvious marketable plot. in his
opening sequence of set-pieces, mr eastwood goes out in period detail, in his swimming trunks, along a beach in france, to rip

up a nazi plane. and hes just getting started. it takes guts to reinvent the origins of friendship this way, especially in a time
when the vast majority of films dealing with the ww2 era are about bravery, valour and heroism.
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based on the best-selling novel by tom robbins, this sequel to the monkees recreates classic playboys
levels of sleaze and comedy. despite owning some production facilities (including half the country of
los angeles), jeff spicoli (chris diamantopoulos) is still the infamous lowlife dj who fights with the big

boys in the office (michael lerner, tony cox). hell also be working for the weekend, but hes got his eye
on a new hire (joan cusack) who accidentally made him drop a body. well, theres probably many more
body drops in the future: this film is quite violent. the kinks, one of the great rock groups, were never
as popular on this side of the atlantic as they were over there. (it seems unlikely that they were ever
as popular as the beatles over here, but that doesnt take anything away from the pre-beatles kinks).

one explanation is that the kinks were too english and rock n roll was too american. but i think the real
explanation is that the kinks were singing songs from the wrong side of the atlantic ocean. a writer-

director with the massive cult following of the english auteur peter greenaway (who makes wonderful
old movies even when hes too old and ill to go out and make them) returns to the crime genre with a

stunningly beautiful, stark and terrifying study of a serial killer. david cronenbergs the flyis a well-
made thriller, but this is something else. greenaways timing is perfect: hes at the apex of his powers

and can get every shot of the 1970s just right. and dont forget to check out the pulp fiction gallery and
the pulp fiction music and the pulp fiction toys . and dont forget to check out my pulp fiction old school
police drama trailer , featuring the theme song which i composed specially for this trailer. 5ec8ef588b
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